SYNOPSIS: A bull gets loose in Tennessee. A black sergeant stops the murder of a Trump supporter in North Carolina. The third husband of a nurse in Pawtucket wins the lottery. A schizophrenic woman who lives on Kennedy Plaza discovers that Social Security thinks she is dead. The 19-year-old Latina caretaker of a rich old man loses her mother to COVID-19. A horse that represents the hopes and dreams of a family in India falls asleep, and then awakens.

Ten stories. People whose lives are transformed. People who struggle and survive, who see their world through lost hopes, inappropriate loves, and irrational dreams. Ten stories, each one a new way to listen, see, feel and dream.

AUTHOR BIO: Michael Fine is a writer, community organizer, family physician, public health official and author of *Health Care Revolt: How to Organize, Build a Health Care System, and Resuscitate Democracy – All at the Same Time* and *Abundance*, a romantic thriller set in Rhode Island and in Liberia in the aftermath of the Liberian Civil Wars of 1989-2020.

"Michael Fine... is a master. From first sentence to last, this collection is a rare delight."
—G. Wayne Miller, Staff Writer at The Providence Journal

"Michael Fine's world is not fair but it is full. His characters are not beautiful but they have dignity. ...To read about them is to read about us."
—Christopher F. Koller, President of the Millbank Memorial Fund

“Dr. Fine is a major writer.”